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Abstract:

Quaid e Azam Muhammad Ali Jinnah was a

lawyer, Politician and the founder of Pakistan.He

is revered in Pakistan as Quaid e Azam and Baba

e Quam.The well documented influence of Iqbal

on Jinnah, with regarding to taking the lead in

creating Pakistan ,has been described as

significant, powerful and even unquestionable by

scholars. Muhammad Ali Jinnah worked hard for

the creation of Pakistan and then he succeeded in

his aim. Pakistani nation is thankful for his

struggle for Pakistan. Urdu writers admired his

struggle in his books. Urdu columnists and

journal is ts  admired  Quid 's  work for  the

nation.Urdu Columnists and artical writers wrote

many collumns about Jinnah personali ty,

faith,struggle and chracter. 
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